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Abstract  

 

Given the importance of G-protein coupled receptors in the regulation of many physiological 

functions, deciphering the relationships between genotype and phenotype in past and present 

hominin GPCRs is of main interest to understand the evolutionary process that contributed to 

the present-day variability in human traits and health. Here, we carefully examined the publicly 

available genomic and protein sequence databases of the archaic hominins (Neanderthal and 

Denisova) to draw up the catalog of coding variations in GPCRs for peptide ligands, in 

comparison with living humans. We then searched in the literature the functional changes, 

phenotypes and risk of disease possibly associated with the detected variants. Our survey 

suggests that Neanderthal and Denisovan hominins were likely prone to lower risk of obesity, 

to enhanced platelet aggregation in response to thrombin, to better response to infection, to less 

anxiety and aggressiveness and to favorable sociability. While some archaic variants were 

likely advantageous in the past, they might be responsible for maladaptive disorders today in 

the context of modern life and/or specific regional distribution. For example, an archaic 

haplotype in the neuromedin receptor 2 is susceptible to confer risk of diabetic nephropathy in 

type 1 diabetes in present-day Europeans. Paying attention to the pharmacological properties 

of some of the archaic variants described in this study may be helpful to understand the 

variability of therapeutic efficacy between individuals or ethnic groups. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The phenotypic diversity of living people has been spatio-temporally shaped in most part, 

by selective adaptation to environmental and climate changes, nutritional resources, epidemics 

and socio-cultural influences (1-3). Nevertheless, ancient DNA sequencing has recently 

revealed that adaptive selection could also result from introgression of genes from extinct 

human species into the genome of anatomically modern humans (AMH) by admixture (4, 5). 

The archaic hominins Neanderthals (6-8) and the recently identified Denisovan group (9-12) 

have occupied Europe and central Asia from 600 thousand years ago (kya) and their decline 

between 40 and 30 kya coincides with the dispersal of AMH throughout Eurasia after they left 

Africa 60-80 kya (13-15). The release of their genomes has evidenced recurrent interbreeding 

events with AMH (16, 17), which contributed to deeply change our vision of the human 

evolutionary tree (18). It is estimated that 2-3 % of the genome of present-day non-African 

people originates from Neanderthal and that 5% of the genome of living Oceanians and 

Melanesians is from Denisova. A part of these archaic traces contributes to an archaic 

phenotypic legacy in present-day genomes (19, 20) that shapes some human physical traits, 

behavior and physiological functions, and influences health and disease related to metabolism, 

immune system or brain functions (4, 21, 22). Since adaptive introgression are specific to 

particular local conditions, some ancient traits may become maladaptive in another context 

leading to disease or, vice versa, could become protective (1, 5, 19, 20). 

Access to ancient genomes provides now the opportunity to analyze the polymorphisms 

present in archaic hominin protein sequences (23). By comparing with modern humans, it 

allows to get insights into the phenotypic variability among present and past hominins at 

different levels (molecular, cellular, biological, physiological and pathophysiological). A 

number of coding variations have been described in proteins involved in skin and hair 

pigmentation, skeletal morphology, behavior (23), immunity (24) and olfaction (25). But to 

date, only a few examples have been functionally characterized in comparison to modern 

humans. 

 

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) play an essential role in regulating the main biological 

and physiological functions of the organism. Interestingly, GPCRs are highly polymorphic (26-

28), so that deciphering the relationships between genotype and phenotype in past and present 

hominin GPCRs is therefore important to understand the evolutionary process that contributed 

to the present-day variability in human traits and health (29). 

In this study, we have thus drawn up the catalog of the archaic coding variations in GPCRs, 

specifically GPCRs for peptides, in comparison with living humans, and searched in the 

literature the possible functional changes, phenotypes and risk of disease associated with these 

variations. Tracking such non-synonymous polymorphisms is not only able to reveal ancient 

phenotypes, physical traits and physiology related to GPCRs, but can also be relevant to 

understand some pathologies or maladaptive disease inherited from the past and potentially 

nowadays restricted to particular ethnic populations (evolutionary medicine). 

 

GPCRs, also called seven-transmembrane domain (7TM) receptors (fig.1), compose the 

largest family of proteins in a lot of diverse organisms. In humans, it represents ≥ 800 genes 
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(including about 450 olfactory receptors) that account for 1-3 % of the genome (30). Although 

variable in sequences, GPCRs share a highly conserved protein structure with specific motif 

signatures, suggesting high evolutionary constraints (28, 31, 32). Based on sequence homology, 

the N-terminus length and specific conserved motifs along the TMs (fig.1), the human non-

olfactory GPCRs (about 350 proteins) have been subdivided into five families: Rhodopsin-

like/Family A, Secretin-like/Family B, Family C including the metabotropic glutamate and 

GABAB receptors,  Adhesion receptors and Frizzled/Taste (TAS2) receptors (30). The 

Rhodopsin-like/Family A is the largest family, regrouping 90% of the receptors, that includes 

receptors for neurotransmitters, peptides, lipids, hormones, opsins and odors. 

GPCRs are expressed at the surface of many cell types where they transduce the signal of a 

large variety of extracellular stimuli (light, ions, lipids, nucleotides, odorant molecules, 

neurotransmitters, neuropeptides and hormones), mainly through the activation of G-proteins 

(fig.1). In consequence, GPCRs are involved in a large panel of functions such as vision, 

olfaction, metabolism, reproduction, neurotransmission, cardiovascular and immunity (26, 31), 

but also play part in metabolic, hormonal and neurological disorders (26, 33-35). GPCRs 

constitute therefore one of the main target of current therapeutic drugs (30-40% of marketed 

medicines). 

   

Owing to their crucial role in the organism, it is not surprising to find GPCR genes located 

in genomic regions showing strong signature of positive selection (32), with the exception of 

the olfactory receptors that accumulate deleterious non-synonymous polymorphisms (nsSNP) 

and show relaxed negative selection (25, 36). As a correlate, mutations or deletions in the 

coding sequence of GPCRs are responsible for human pathologies (26, 33-35). Depending on 

the location (extra- or intra- cellular domains, transmembrane segments) and the type of amino 

acid substitutions, mutations may influence agonist binding, receptor activation, post-

translational regulation, partner interaction, maturation or cell surface expression. Loss-of-

function mutations give poorly- or non-functional receptors exhibiting either a low affinity for 

endogenous agonist, or a defect in signal transduction, or an increased desensitization or a 

misfolded protein that prevents proper localization to the plasma membrane. Examples of 

diseases caused by such mutations are nephrogenic diabetes insipidus (AVPR2 vasopressin 

receptor), retinis pigmentosa (Rhodopsin), obesity (MC4 melanocortin receptor), 

hypogonadism (Gonadotropin-releasing hormone and Luteinizing hormone receptors, 

kisspeptin receptor) and hypothyroidism (Thyroid stimulating hormone receptor). In some 

cases however, such as the chemokine receptors CCR5 or DUFFY, inactivation of the receptor 

may instead confer protection against pathogen entry (34). Gain-of-function mutations result in 

more active receptors due to improved agonist binding or receptor signaling, or decreased 

desensitization. These gain-of-function mutations contribute for instance to WHIM syndrome 

(CXCR4 chemokine receptor), nephrogenic syndrome of inappropriate antidiuresis (AVPR2), 

non-autoimmune hyperthyroidism (TSH receptor), early puberty (Kiss1, LH, FSH receptors).  

Compared to other human genes, GPCRs exhibit a high frequency of non-synonymous 

polymorphisms (26-28). A number of 14 192 nsSNP have been identified in 108 GPCRs 

targeted by drugs, with about 128 rare and 3.7 common variants per receptor (26). On average, 

each individual harbors 68 GPCR missense variants, including one loss-of-function mutation 

in 0.2% of the individuals. They are preferentially located in the N and C -terminal ends, and 
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in the TM domains of the receptors where they are susceptible to disrupt receptor function (26, 

27). The high degree of polymorphism in GPCRs probably takes part in the inter-individual 

variability of some human phenotypes and biological responses (26-28). As examples, variants 

in the MC1 melanocortin receptor, or in the olfactory receptor for androstenone (OR7D4), 

contribute to skin and hair pigmentation diversity (37-39) and to olfactive preference (40), 

respectively. Among the Rhodopsin-like/Family A, the receptors for peptides are highly 

polymorphic and are part of the receptors causing mutation-induced diseases (26, 34). They 

also contribute to phenotypic variability. 

Given their major role in the regulation of metabolic and psychological functions, studying 

the polymorphic variability of the Rhodopsin-like/Family A peptide GPCRs in the context of 

human evolution can provide clues not only to help deciphering some aspect of human past 

phenotype and physiology, but also to better understand the origin of present-day human 

diseases. In this study, we have therefore analyzed the repertoire of peptide GPCRs in the 

genome of the extinct hominins, Neanderthals and Denisovans, in order to reveal ancient 

phenotypes related to physical traits and physiology, which could be also indicative of 

maladaptation to present-day lifestyle.  

 

2 Methods 

 

The Protein or DNA sequences from Neanderthal and Denisova hominins were collected 

from publicly available databases and analyzed using open source software as described below. 

A total of 42395 transcript ID and associated protein sequences were retrieved from the 

Neanderthal exome database (http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/exomes/proteins) which 

includes data from three bone specimens, Altaï (Altaï mountain cave, Siberia), Vi33.15 (Vindija 

cave, Croatia) and SD1253 (El Sidron cave, Spain), that were sequenced with 12.5x to 42x 

coverage (23). Among the 753 genes manually identified as GPCRs, 79 receptors corresponding 

to peptide receptors of the Rhodopsin-like/Family A (list in Table S1) were sorted according to 

the classification of the GPCR database (http://gpcrdb.org/). The 79 protein sequences from the 

Neanderthal exome catalog were then aligned to the corresponding Homo sapiens protein 

references and compared with the Pan troglodytes and Gorilla gorilla sequences by using 

Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org/). 

For the high-coverage (30x) Denisova (specimen 3) genome (9) and the other less-well 

covered (1.3x) Neanderthal sequences (Vi33.16, Vi33.25, Vi33.26 from the Vindija Cave, and 

Mez 1 from the Mezmaiskaya cave in the Caucasus) (6), the coding variations in the 79 receptor 

sequences were manually visualized on the Neanderthal Genome Analysis Consortium Tracks 

on the UCSC Genome Browser website (https://genome-euro.ucsc.edu/) aligned to the modern 

human GRCh37/hg19 Assembly (41). 

In both cases (Neanderthal exome and Denisova 3 genome), ancient DNA had been treated 

by the USER mix (Uracil DNA glycosylase and DNA glycosylase-lyase endonuclease VIII) to 

remove uracils resulting from cytosine deamination (9, 23), the main damage on ancient DNA 

(42). Moreover, Neanderthal exome sequences were corrected for cytosine deamination (23). 

While limiting, but not totally excluding, possible misinterpretation due to residual damage-

induced C>T or G>A changes, the detection of variants is however supported by the high 

coverage of these samples. The survey of the 79 GPCRS finally resulted in only 35 of them 

http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/exomes/proteins
http://gpcrdb.org/
http://www.uniprot.org/
https://genome-euro.ucsc.edu/
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showing 55 amino acid variations with the human reference genome. For these variants, it is 

unlikely that every cytosine would have undergone deamination for every single fragment 

overlapping our sites of interest in high-coverage samples. 

 

In the course of the study, the release of other archaic sequences offered the opportunity to 

get supplementary information on the 55 variants identified in the previous bioinformatics 

analyses. The new specimens include the high coverage (30x) genome of Vi33.19 (8) and of 

Vi87 (43) from the Vindija cave in Croatia and corresponding in fact to the same individual as 

Vi33.15, the four late Neanderthal samples (43) Goyet Q56-1 (Belgium), Spy 94a (Belgium), 

Les Cottés Z4-1514 (France) and Mezmaiskaya 2 (Caucasus) sequenced at a 1-2.7x coverage, 

and the low coverage sequence from the tooth of a new (specimen 2) Denisovan individual (11). 

The variant Call Format (VCF) files from Vi33.19 were downloaded from 

http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/Vindija/VCF/Vindija33.19/ and analyzed by using the open 

source, web-based platform, Galaxy (https://usegalaxy.org/). The data were merged with those 

of Vi33.15 and Vi87 in the Tables. The bam files of Denisova 2 from the bioproject 

PRJEB20653 available at https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena and those of the late Neanderthal genomes 

available at http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/ were downloaded and analyzed by using 

SAMtools utilities (44) with the following constraints: mapping quality fixed to 25, minimum 

fragment size of 35 bp, and use of duplicate removal for clonal PCR fragments. The low-

coverage nuclear DNA sequences from the Denisovan specimens 4 and 8 (12) were also 

investigated, but none of the position of interest were covered.  

Single nucleotide variant information (frequency, phenotype, clinical significance) on the 

nsSNP found in archaic hominins were retrieved from the public genomic datasets such as the 

1000 genome project and Exome Aggregation consortium available on the websites 

http://www.ensembl.org/ and http://exac.broadinstitute.org/ (45, 46). The impact of missense 

variations on receptor function was searched in the GPCR database (http://gpcrdb.org/) (47) 

and PubMed literature records (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed). 

 

Throughout the study, “archaic hominins” refers to the extinct hominins Neanderthals and 

Denisovans, “ancestral” variant (or allele) indicates that the variant is shared with chimpanzee 

and gorilla. Conversely, “derived” variant (or allele) indicates that the variant is not ancestral 

and differs from apes. 

 

3 Analysis of coding variants in archaic peptide GPCRs 

 

The alignment of the 79 archaic peptide GPCRs to the modern human protein reference 

database Uniprot or to the GRCh37/hg19 genome assembly yielded a total of 55 coding 

variations in 35 receptors (Tables 1 and 2). The missense variants are essentially located in the 

extra- or intra- cellular domains of the receptors (Table 2). 14 substitutions are located in the 

transmembrane domains whereas 29 are found in the N and C terminal ends and 13 in the extra- 

or intra- cellular loops. They are therefore expected to alter receptor binding affinity and/or 

selectivity, and to regulate signaling response and desensitization (26). 

Interestingly, the nsSNP found in Neanderthals and Denisovans are mainly derived (yellow 

color in Table 1), while modern humans mostly carry at the same position the ancestral allele 

https://usegalaxy.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena
http://cdna.eva.mpg.de/neandertal/
http://www.ensembl.org/index.html
http://exac.broadinstitute.org/
http://gpcrdb.org/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
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in common with chimpanzee and gorilla (blue color in Table 1). A part of these archaic derived 

variants has not been described in present-day people (uncharacterized SNP in Table 1). This 

is in agreement with the previous observation that the high-coverage Denisova genome contains 

a high number of exclusive alleles (9). These uncharacterized archaic-specific variants can be 

however considered as reliable polymorphisms since they are shared among several individuals. 

It is the case for example of the substitutions in receptors Bombesin 3 (C390G), Neuromedin 

U1 (V72M), Neuropeptide FF2 (G28E and T375I), Neuropeptide S (I102V) and PAR2 (V125I) 

(Table 1). Most of the other missense variants identified in Neanderthal and Denisovan 

hominins correspond to present-day minor alleles, or are present at low (0.1%-1%) to very low 

(<0.1%) frequency, and are sometimes geographically restricted (Table 1), suggesting that 

GPCR archaic polymorphisms may persist today, at least in specific populations. These variants 

could trace back an ancient reminiscence of a common homo ancestor, or a signature of 

introgression (or conversely, incomplete suppression) of archaic polymorphisms in certain 

modern human populations. 

The list of coding variations in archaic hominins compared to great apes (Gorilla gorilla and 

Pan troglodytes) and present-day human frequency is given in Table 1. The coverage of the 

mutations in DNA sequences is given in Table S2. The physiological role of receptors is 

described in Table S3. The functional consequences of receptor variants and their association 

to putative phenotypes and risk of disease in living humans are presented in Table 2 and 

discussed below.  

 

3.1 Derived variants common to Neanderthal and Denisovan hominins 

 

Denisovans and Neanderthals share a number of derived variants of interest at positions 

where the present-day worldwide major allele is ancestral (Table 1 and Figure 2). 

  

3.1.1 Melanocortin receptors 

The melanocortin receptors (MC1R to MC5R) respond to MSH (melanocyte-stimulating 

hormone) and ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone), two peptides derived from the pro-

opiomelanocortin (POMC) precursor and playing important roles in human physiology (48). 

MC4R controls feeding behavior and energy expenditure, and is one of the main genes 

involved in the dominant inherited forms of obesity (49-52). Agonist stimulation of MC4R by 

the satiating peptide -MSH decreases food intake, whereas stimulation by the endogenous 

antagonist AGRP stimulates appetite. Dysfunction of MC4R produces hyperphagia and fat 

mass increase, and is responsible for the most common forms of monogenic obesity (6% of 

patients). Over 100 nsSNP within the MC4R coding sequence have been identified in 

worldwide population, however with an unusual very low frequency, suggesting that the gene 

was under constraint purifying selection during human evolution (49, 51). Most of the nsSNP 

lead to loss-of-function mutations and are associated with severe and early-onset obesity (50, 

52). Interestingly, all the covered archaic hominin MC4R sequences show a derived variant, 

V103I (rs2229616), that has been associated with a reduced risk of obesity (50, 52) and that is 

nowadays found at low (2-4%) frequency in worldwide population (Table 1). Compared to 

carriers of the major ancestral allele V103, the individuals with the minor allele I103 have 

reduced waist circumference and metabolic parameters (triglyceride and high-density 
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lipoprotein cholesterol levels) conferring 20% to 30% lower risk of obesity in the Caucasian 

and the East Asian populations, respectively (50, 52). Although this variant displays normal 

receptor function in terms of surface expression and agonist binding, some degree of 

constitutive activity and less sensitivity to the endogenous appetite stimulant peptide AGRP 

may explain its protective effect. Obesity constitutes a major health concern in the 

contemporary world. It is one example of diseases resulting from a maladaptive response to the 

recent changes in environment (more energy abundance) and way of life (less energy 

expenditure) (53). The fact that the V103I variant is found in Neanderthal and Denisovan 

individuals of different places and time suggests that the polymorphism was present at high 

frequency in archaic hominins and was probably specifically well-adapted to their environment. 

Since ancient hominins were probably exposed to frequent periods of starvation, the feeling of 

being less hungry was perhaps an advantage. Today, in a world of free access to a high-calorie 

diet, this archaic variant of MC4R expected to produce less appetite stimulation, may be 

healthier for the carriers. 

In the course of human evolution and migrations, skin pigmentation is one of the traits having 

undergone selection during adaptation to climate changes and novel less sunny environments 

(15, 54, 55). MC1R is one of the major determinant of skin and hair pigmentation and of 

ultraviolet (UV) sensitivity in humans. A high number of SNPs (over 100) generating non-

synonymous mutations in MC1R and conferring pigmentation variation, freckles, as well as 

skin cancer susceptibility, has been identified in the Eurasians, which suggests a less severe 

constraint outside of Africa (37-39). Despite this high degree of polymorphisms, we did not 

observe variation between archaic and present-day people (Table 1). However, our analysis 

does not cover the MC1R sequences from the Neanderthal exomes (23) as they are missing in 

the database. Nevertheless, in the other Neanderthal and Denisovan available data, the 

Neanderthal-specific variant R307G previously identified by PCR amplification of DNA from 

two geographically distant (Italy and Spain) Neanderthal fossils (55) was not detected (Table 

1), in agreement with the genotype/phenotype analysis of (21). This loss-of-function mutant 

was predicted to confer pale skin and red hair. In addition, the weakly-associated fair skin 

pigmentation V92M (rs2228479) polymorphism exclusively found in Eurasian haplotypes 

predicted to be introgressed from Neanderthals (54) was not detected (Table 1). However, the 

V92M substitution is suspected of having emerged after the introgression into anatomically 

modern humans. All the studies on genes involved in skin pigmentation, including  MC1R, 

suggest that archaic hominins probably exhibited the same pattern of skin and hair color 

variation as present-day humans (9, 21, 55, 56). 

 

3.1.2 Neuromedin U receptor 2 

NMUR2 is expressed in the central nervous system where it mediates the inhibitory effects 

of neuromedin U on food intake and bone formation (57-59). Attempt to associate NMUR2 

polymorphisms with obesity (57) or osteoporosis (58) was unsuccessful but revealed the 

existence of an unusual haplotype including 4 non-synonymous variations (S298T (rs4958535), 

F315L (rs1895245), P383L (rs4958532), M388V (rs4958531)1 distributed across two separate 

exons (57). This haplotype is a mixed combination of ancestral (S298, M388V) and not 

                                                           
1 Numbering according to the correct translation start 
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ancestral (F315L, P383L) alleles. It is found at variable frequency (1-30%) in worldwide 

population (Table 1). The four nsSNP were recently identified as candidates for diabetic 

nephropathy in type 1 diabetes in people with European ancestry (60). Very interestingly, the 

survey of the archaic genomes shows the presence of the NMUR2 haplotype in Denisova 3, 

Mez2 and Vi33.15 (Table 1). Despite incomplete coverage of the four positions in the other 

specimens, the data clearly suggest the presence of the haplotype in the other Neanderthal 

individuals also. All the variants are located in the TM7 and C-terminus of the receptor where 

they could alter the interaction with intracellular partners. The NMUR2 haplotype could 

represent a remarkable example of potential inheritance of a risk of disease from archaic 

hominins into some present-day humans. The functional and physiological properties of this 

haplotype certainly deserve further investigations to understand its role in the context of human 

evolution. 

 

3.1.3 Oxytocin receptor 

The oxytocin receptor (OTR) is well known for its role in uterine contraction during 

parturition. It is also associated with social behaviors (61, 62). Very interestingly, OTR in all 

extinct humans carries the A218T (rs4686302) polymorphism in TM5 (tables 1 and 3), which 

confers favorable sociability traits (63, 64), but also represents a potential risk of preterm birth 

in present-day humans (62). The minor derived allele T218 has been gender-dependently 

associated to social relationship and emotional empathy, however in opposite way. Indeed, in 

a study aiming at genotyping a large cohort of Americans for social integration, men carrying 

T218 were found more prone to social integration and connectedness than women (63). In 

contrast, a study on Chinese showed a higher emotional empathy in women than in men (64). 

Nevertheless, in both cases, these traits represent psychological and behavioral processes that 

have favored social organization and stress-managing during evolution, and it is remarkable to 

find the associated polymorphism at high frequency in Neanderthal and Denisovan humans. 

However, as linked to risk of premature birth (62), the A218T variant might have been 

deleterious in extinct human populations by lowering the number of viable births. 

Another derived and rare variant, T360M (rs199856198) located in the C-terminal end of 

OTR was detected in Denisova 3, and potentially Z4-1514 (Table 1 and S2). Although the 

mutation contributes to the loss of a putative phosphorylation site, threonine at position 360 is 

part of a cluster not shown by alanine scanning mutagenesis to be important for beta-arrestin 

mediated internalization of the receptor (65). Therefore, no deleterious functional consequence 

is expected for this variant. 

 

3.1.4 Proteinase-activated receptors PAR4 

Proteinase-activated receptors (PAR1 to PAR4) display a unique mode of activation 

triggered by proteases such as thrombin and trypsin which, by removing a peptide at the N-

terminal extremity, create a new N-terminus that becomes the receptor agonist. They are 

implicated in cardiovascular and respiratory systems, gastrointestinal tract, visceral pain and 

inflammation (66). By its action on platelet activation, PAR4 is particularly involved in 

hemostasis and thrombosis. Very interestingly, the archaic hominins carry the derived variant 

A120T (rs773902) which has been associated with enhanced platelet aggregation and dense 

granule release in response to thrombin (67-69), and with stroke risk in Caucasians (69). The 
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T120 substitution, located in TM2 of the receptor (Table 2), does not contribute to change in 

surface expression, receptor cleavage, dimerization and lipid raft localization, but it shows less 

sensitivity to desensitization and produces higher Ca++ mobilization and ERK activation (67-

69). Since the 120T substitution corresponds to the major allele (60 % frequency) in Africa 

(Table 1), it explains why a higher platelet aggregation and greater Ca++ signaling in response 

to thrombin were primary observed in African-Americans compared to Caucasians, evincing 

possible ethnic disparities in the outcomes of cardiovascular diseases (67). It is however 

surprising to find at high frequency in Africa this derived polymorphism shared with 

Neanderthals and Denisovans, since the African genome is reported to be devoid of DNA from 

these archaic hominins (15). It is possible that particular harmful environmental conditions 

necessitating efficient hemostasis may have favored adaptive selection of this more hemostasis-

efficient polymorphism in both archaic and African populations. But nowadays, carriers of the 

T120 variant may develop thrombus and stroke, as a maladaptation to modern life. 

Another derived variant, D349G (rs201379450) located in the C-terminus of PAR4, is 

present in Neanderthals only (Table 1). It is found at low frequency (0.1-0.3%) in Asian 

populations today, whereas the worldwide population majorly carries the ancestral allele. No 

functional or phenotypic information about this polymorphism is available but one might 

propose that it could contribute to a variability in platelet response and/or sensitivity to 

cardiovascular treatment specific to Asians. 

 A derived variant, V125I, specific to Neanderthals, is present in PAR2, the receptor 

activated by trypsin and involved in blood pressure and inflammation (Table 1 and 2). It is 

located in TM2 and remains poorly documented (Table 2). 

 

3.1.5 Pyroglutamylated RFamide peptide receptor 

The QRFP receptor, also known as GPR103, is the receptor for the peptides QRFP-43 and 

QRFP-26 (26-RFa) shown to stimulate appetite, to induce gonadotropin and insulin release and 

to regulate bone formation in rodents (70). The physiological role of the receptor in humans is 

less well documented, although polymorphisms in QRFP/GPR103 have been associated with 

autoimmune thyroid disease (70). All the Neanderthal and Denisovan QRFP receptors carry the 

variant R371W (rs79300690) in the C-terminal extremity of the receptor (Table 1 and 2). This 

polymorphism is found at a higher frequency in present-day Asians (especially East-Asian, 

11%) than in Europeans (2%) and Africans/Americans (1%). No phenotype associated to 

R371W has been reported at this time. It is however interesting to note that mice deficient for 

QRFP/GPR103 suffer from osteopenia (low bone mineral density) and kyphosis, an excessive 

curvature of the spine (70). This later deformity was assumed to be a natural anatomy in some 

Neanderthal individuals (71). It would be therefore of particular interest to investigate the role 

of the QRFP polymorphism W371 in spine deformation and back pain in present-day humans 

(more specifically in Asians) that may have inherited this mutation from extinct humans. 

 

3.1.6 Somatostatin receptor 5 

Somatostatin is an inhibitory hormone that interacts with five receptors (SSTR1 to SSTR5) 

to  decrease the release of gastrointestinal and pancreatic hormones by the digestive system, 

and of growth hormone (GH), thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) and prolactin by the anterior 

pituitary (72). The somatostatin system is also suspected to be involved in neurodegenerative 
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and affective disorders, in part due to heteromerization between SST receptors and dopamine 

receptors (73). The survey of archaic human genomes reveals the presence of two variants, only 

in SSTR5 (Table 1). A258V (rs747219171) is located in TM6 and is rarely found in living 

people. In contrast, P335L (rs169068) in the C-terminal of SSTR5 is a common variant, mainly 

found (81% frequency) in East-Asian population (74). P335L has been associated with bipolar 

affective disorder in British but not in Danish patients (73). In Chinese, the ancestral allele 

(P335), which is the minor allele in this population, represents a risk of extrahepatic bile duct 

cancer (75). The ancestral allele has been also associated with shorter survival in American 

patients with pancreatic cancers (76) while the derived allele (L335) was found expressed in 

more than 50% of pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (77). It seems therefore that both alleles 

could confer either benefits or risks, depending on populations and diseases, suggesting a 

possible balancing selection at this position. 

Acromegaly is a rare disease characterized by enlargement of bone extremities (face, hands 

and feet) due to an excess secretion of GH and, subsequently, insulin-like growth factor (IGF-

1). Although higher levels of GH and IGF-1 have been measured in Italian acromegaly patients 

carrying the L335, the association with the disease was not significant (78). P335L was also not 

found associated with acromegaly in unhealthy Latvian individuals (79). The prosecretory 

effect of the L335 variant on GH secretion may be explained by the fact that SST5 receptors 

carrying L335 were found less active than P335-carrying SST5R in cellular models (74). Owing 

that proline plays structural role in proteins and that P335L is not conservative, it is possible 

that the conformational change induced by the proline substitution in the carboxy-end modifies 

the internalization and desensitization properties of the receptor or the interactions with partners 

involved in signaling response.  

Taken together, the L335 substitution in SSTR5 of archaic hominins may have contributed 

to the hormonal regulation that shaped the behavioral pattern and the somatic growth of these 

extinct humans that show different morphological stature and growth development compared 

to modern humans (80). 

 

3.1.7 Neuromedin B receptor 

The neuromedin B (or bombesin 1) receptor is involved in the contraction of gastrointestinal 

and urogenital tracts, satiety and response to stress and fear (81). A role in thyroid disorders is 

also suggested as it regulates thyroid function by inhibiting TSH release. Neanderthal and 

Denisova hominins carry the derived variant L390M (rs7453944). This variant corresponds to 

the minor allele (7-20% frequency) in present-day populations (Table 1). Since the substitution 

is conservative and is located at the last position of the receptor, it is not expected to produce 

functional change. Another variant, G342R (rs889899786) found in Neanderthals hominins is 

only present in South Asian population at low frequency (0.1%) today. None of these variants 

are well documented, but it is interesting to note that both R342 and M390 are present in 

Neanderthals suggesting a putative haplotype that could be still present in South Asia today 

(Table1). 

 

3.1.8 Neuropeptide Y4 receptor 

The neuropeptide Y receptors (Y1, Y2, Y4, Y5 and Y6) are expressed throughout the body 

and regulate both neuronal and endocrine signaling. They play a role in feeding behavior, mood 
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and stress, sleep,  gastrointestinal and cardiovascular regulation (82). No coding variants were 

detected in NPY receptors, except NPY4 (Table 1). Denisova 3 and the Neanderthal individuals 

(Mez2, Vi33.25, Q56.1) carry the derived variant R236H (rs148351061) located in the 3rd 

intracellular loop of NPY4R. The ancestral variant R236 is nearly fixed today in humans but 

the H236 substitution is found in Africa at very low frequency. Other very rare substitutions, 

R236L and R236P, have been also observed (46) suggesting a hypervariability at this position 

indicative of either neutral or ongoing selection. 

 

3.2 Derived variants in Neanderthals 

 

Many of the variants detected in the Neanderthal specimens are largely represented among 

the individuals, indicating that they were probably at high frequency in this extinct human 

population. The overall pattern appears relatively homogeneous with no clear evidence of 

geographical or timing specificity, except for the Altaï Neanderthal individual that carries three 

exclusive derived nsSNP, Q270E, A328T (rs78966502) and Y355ter, in the NPFF2, NK1 and 

motilin receptors, respectively. This is in accordance with the fact that the Altaï specimen (120 

ky-old) is found phylogenetically separated from the other more recent Neanderthal ones (37-

49 ky-old) and is shown to harbor a number of deleterious variants (43, 83). 

 

3.2.1 Motilin receptor 

The Altaï-specific substitution Y355ter in the motilin receptor, corresponds to the insertion 

of a stop codon just at the end of TM7 leading to premature receptor truncation. This is expected 

to impair correct expression of the receptor at the cell surface as demonstrated by mutagenesis 

studies showing that motilin receptor with the C-ter deleted from position 369 is retained 

intracellularly (84). Given the role of the motilin receptor in gastrointestinal motility, and in the 

modulation of gastric secretion and emptying, it is likely that carriers of this deleterious 

mutation may have suffered from gastrointestinal disorders such as gastroparesis (85). 

Moreover, it has been reported that rodents which only express pseudogenes with premature 

translation arrests for motilin receptors, are unable to vomit (85). Therefore, although not yet 

described in present-day people, the mutation Y355ter in the motilin receptor would deserve to 

be investigated in patients subjected to nausea and ineffective gastric emptying. 

 

3.2.2 Bombesin receptor 3 

BB3R is an orphan receptor showing similarity with the receptors for bombesin, neuromedin 

B and gastrin-releasing peptide (86). The physiological function of BB3R is not well defined 

given the absence of a known endogenous ligand. However, knock-out mice models and 

synthetic molecules have established a role of BBR3 in the regulation of energy expenditure, 

food intake and body weight. Neanderthals carry the mutation C390G at the C-terminal end of 

the receptor, leading to the suppression of a putative palmitoylation site (Tables 1 and 3). As 

this post-translational modification is often reported to be essential for correct processing and 

membrane targeting of GPCRs as well as for efficient functional coupling, it is possible that the 

Neanderthal C390G substitution in BB3R induces a loss of activity. A less efficient BB3R is 

susceptible to modulate energy balance since murine models deleted for BB3R show 

hyperphagia and reduced energy expenditure, and develop obesity. It is therefore possible that 
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the G390 polymorphism may have differentially influenced the energy metabolism of 

Neanderthal hominins, compared to modern humans. 

 

3.2.3 Formyl peptide receptor 1 

Formyl peptide receptors (FMLPR1 to FMLPR3) are chemoattractant receptors located at 

the surface of neutrophils and monocytes, that are involved in the regulation of innate immune 

response, inflammation, as well as angiogenesis (87). FMLPR1 is characterized by a high 

number of polymorphisms linked to 15 distinct haplotypes suspected to be differentially 

associated with resistance or sensibility to infection, depending on populations (88-90). In 

particular, some FMLPR1 polymorphisms are suspected to play a role in the progression of 

aggressive periodontitis (AP), a dental infectious disease caused by oral bacterial pathogens 

and leading to bone destruction and teeth loss (88, 89, 91). Interestingly, two of these 

polymorphisms, V101I (rs2070745) located in TM3 and R190W (rs5030880) located in EL2, 

are identified in the archaic hominins (Table 1). R190W corresponds to the minor allele in 

present-day populations. V101 corresponds to the common derived allele, however not fixed 

today since another derived substitution (L101) at this position is also found at high frequency 

in living people (Table 1). In contrast, the Denisova individual carries the ancestral variant I101 

which is rarely found today. Although the replacement of valine by leucine or isoleucine is 

expected to be functionally neutral, the variability at position 101 may be indicative of an 

evolutionary mechanism favoring diversity to resist against pathogen infections (3).  

Interestingly, Val101 has been found associated with AP in Japanese (88) but not in other 

African-Americans, Brazilians and Turks (91) and R190 with higher risk of AP in African-

American population, but not in Brazilian or Turkish populations (91), nor in Japanese (88). 

Comparative functional studies of the substitutions R190 and W190 in the 2nd extracellular 

loop of FLMPR1 show a variable selectivity of the receptor towards a diversity of formyl and 

viral peptides, likely contributing to a differential ability to respond to bacterial or viral 

infections (89, 92). Finding polymorphisms in FMLPR1 presenting both risk and protective 

effect against aggressive periodontitis in the Neanderthal and Denisovan individuals likely 

reflects a variability in predisposition to infection within archaic hominins, as it is observed in 

modern people today. 

 

3.2.4 Neuropeptide FF receptors 

Neuropeptide FF receptors, NPFF1 and NPFF2, firstly characterized for their opioid-

modulating properties in pain, tolerance and dependence to morphine, are also involved in the 

regulation of arterial blood pressure and heart rate, the reproductive axis and food intake (93, 

94). 

The main characterized effect of NPFF1 receptor in mammals is the inhibition of the release 

of gonadotropin hormones (94). Neanderthal individuals carry the NPFF1 receptor derived 

variant R347S (rs113487866) found at around 5% frequency in worldwide population today 

(Table 1). This nsSNP was identified in patients with gonadotropin-releasing hormone-

dependent pubertal disorders but was not found associated with the disease (95). Located in the 

C-terminus of the receptor, the mutation introduces a putative phosphorylation sites that could 

influence the capacity of internalization or desensitization of the receptor. 
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Another variant, T375I, located in the C-ter of the NPFF2 receptor, is exclusively found in 

the genome of Neanderthals. This amino acid substitution contributes to the loss of a 

phosphorylation site that has been involved in the desensitization but not the internalization of 

the receptor (96). This variant is not described in living people but a coding variation at the 

same position, T475S (rs190387826), maintaining the phosphorylation site, is found at low 

frequency in Africans. Other variants shared by the Denisova and Neanderthal individuals 

(G28E, long form of the receptor) or specific to the Altaï Neanderthal individual (Q270E) have 

not been identified in living people. The impact of these mutations on receptor function is 

unknown. 

 

3.2.5 Tachykinin receptors 

Neurokinin receptors (NK1R to NK3R) are receptors for tachykinins, a family of amidated 

peptides with a large spectrum of actions on gastrointestinal, respiratory and urogenital tracts, 

on skin, and on nervous and immune systems (97). 

The substitutions A328T (rs78966502) located in the intracellular domains of the NK1R is 

found in the Altaï Neanderthal individual. It is a low frequency allele (0.2%) nowadays in 

Africa. The impact of these mutation on receptor function is not reported, but the introduction 

of a threonine residue in the C-ter of the receptor may however create a phosphorylation site 

susceptible to play a role in receptor desensitization. 

NK2R mediates smooth muscle contraction in the gastrointestinal, pulmonary and urinary 

tracts and is involved in irritable bowel syndrome, asthma and urinary disorders. In the airway 

track, NK2R participates in cough reflex in response to irritant stimuli. The NK2 receptor of 

Neanderthal hominins displays the derived variant R375H (rs2229170) corresponding to the 

nowadays minor allele found at 2% in African population and at 20% frequency in others. This 

polymorphism has been studied in patients suffering from chronic cough but was not found 

associated with enhanced cough sensitivity (98, 99). The variant is located in the C-terminus of 

the receptor and does not change the pharmacological property of the receptor regarding 

intracellular calcium response (100). 

 

3.2.6 Endothelin B receptor 

Endothelins are potent vasoconstrictor peptides that interact with two receptors, ETA and 

ETB (101). ETB receptor is primarily located in endothelial cells, with a high expression in 

brain. Its role on cardiovascular system is complex as it mediates both constrictor and dilator 

effects via direct or indirect mechanisms. Interestingly, the gene coding for ETB receptor shows 

evidence of strong selection for adaptation to high altitude hypoxia in Ethiopian highlanders 

(102). Two Neanderthal individuals (Altaï and potentially Q56-1) carry the derived variant 

T244M (rs5350). This variant is found today in the African population at a low frequency (1%), 

while the worldwide population carries the ancestral polymorphism. As located in the 

extracellular loop EL2 shown to be involved in the selective binding of endothelin 3 to ETB 

(103), the mutation may modulate receptor activity. Based on genetically modified mouse 

models, it has been proposed that a lower activity of ETB receptor favors adaptation to high 

altitude (102). It would be therefore interesting to investigate whether the M244 substitution in 

ETB receptor could have played a role in adaptation to high altitude in some humans and 

Neanderthal population. 
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3.3 Derived variants in Denisovans 

 

In contrast to Neanderthals, the two Denisovan individuals show divergence as not sharing 

variant that could be attributed to the Denisovan lineage, except for the galanin receptor (Table 

1). This agrees with genomic data showing that the oldest Denisovan specimen 2 is distantly 

related to the Denisovan specimen 3 (11) and that the Denisovan specimen 3 contains a small 

amount of Neanderthal DNA in his genome (104). Therefore, given the low-coverage of 

specimen 2 and in the absence of other Denisovan genomes, it is not possible to conclude 

whether the 13 exclusive variants found in the Denisovan specimen 3, were common to 

Denisovan hominins or unique to the specimen 3. Half of the Denisovan variants are present 

today at low or very low frequency in particular populations, the other half being not 

characterized (Table 1). In consequence there is poor information on these variants (Table 2). 

The substitution T153M (rs754545858) in the bombesin 1 receptor may lead to the suppression 

of a putative phosphorylation site in the 2nd intracellular loop of the receptor and could 

therefore contribute to modulate receptor desensitization. The substitution D16A 

(rs140696405) located in the N-terminal domain of the bradykinin 2 receptor is not expected to 

have a functional incidence since the aspartate residues in the rat B2 receptor was not found 

involved in the binding of bradykinin (105). Three variants, L16I (rs761342288), A35S and 

A405S were identified in the melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 1 (MCHR1) (Table 1). 

This receptor is involved in food intake, energy expenditure, anxiety and stress (106). Some 

polymorphisms in MCHR1 have been inconsistently associated with obesity (106, 107) or 

leanness (108), but they do not include the variants identified in Denisova 3. 

 

3.4 Ancestral variants in archaic hominins 

 

There are only three receptors for which the archaic hominins retain an ancestral variant 

when the derived allele is fixed (100 % frequency), or nearly fixed (90-100 % frequency), in 

modern humans (Table 1, Figure 2). They include the melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 

MCH2R, the Mu-opioid (MOP) receptor and the vasopressin (V1B) receptor. Besides, the 

Neuropeptide S receptor (NPSR) also shows an ancestral allele of potential interest. 

 

3.4.1 Mu-opioid receptor 

Opioid receptors (MOP, DOP, KOP) are neuronal receptors well known for their role in pain 

inhibition and rewarding processes underlying drug addiction (109). But they are also involved 

in the regulation of many other physiological functions relative to stress, mood and immune 

system. A number of studies have focused on the association of opioid receptor polymorphisms 

with substance abuse or pain sensitivity without giving consistent results (110, 111). Compared 

to the other opioid receptors, MOP is the most highly polymorphic. It displays 3 times more 

nsSNP and many isoforms, truncated or with variable N- and C- terminal extremities, that are 

produced by alternative splicing and/or upstream translational initiation (112). It is thus 

assumed that the MOP receptor is under adaptive selection (113). MOP is the main target of 

opiate analgesic drugs such as morphine for alleviating pain. It is also the principal opioid 
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receptor mediating the rewarding processes responsible for addiction to both opioid (heroin) 

and non-opioid (ethanol, cocaine, cannabis, tobacco) drugs of abuse (111, 112). 

All the Neanderthal and Denisovan sequences carry the mutation A6V in the N-terminal 

domain of the receptor, which corresponds to the ancestral variant rs1799972 (Tables 1 and 3). 

Today, this polymorphism is highly frequent in African and Afro-American (20-26 %) and in 

Northern Indian populations (110). Although the incidence of the A6V polymorphism on 

physiological functions is unknown, a tendency to more frequently observe the A6V 

polymorphism in cocaine, alcohol and tobacco consumers has been reported (111). In cellular 

systems, there is no difference in expression and binding affinity between MOP receptor with 

the A6 or V6 substitution but, depending on study, an increased efficacy of the synthetic peptide 

DAMGO has been observed (110). The involvement of the A6V polymorphism in differential 

response to endogenous opioid peptides certainly merits to be further investigated for 

understanding the inter-individual variability in pain sensitivity and in efficacy of opioid 

treatment (110).. 

All the Denisova and Neanderthal individuals also carry another ancestral variant that 

introduces a stop codon at position 26 (Q26ter, rs17174638) (Table 1). This leads to a premature 

arrest of the protein translation susceptible to be deleterious. However, this stop codon is only 

present in the long N-terminal isoforms of MOP generated by the use of an upstream ATG 

codon (114) or arising from alternative splicing (112). These long N-terminal MOP isoforms 

are described to have no binding activity and low functional activity (112). They behave as 

negative regulators of the canonical MOP receptor isoforms by promoting their down-

regulation (114). Therefore, the stop insertion is not ultimately expected to be highly 

deleterious, but instead should be advantageous by favoring the expression of the canonical 

MOP receptor isoforms. Today, this loss-of function variant is present at 12% frequency in the 

African population. The biological impact of this variant is not known. 

In conclusion, compared to the archaic humans that carries MOP ancestral variants with 

partial or total functional deficit, present-day modern humans have therefore acquired more 

variability in MOP receptor isoforms, with gain of biological activity or regulatory functions, 

potentially giving them an evolutionary advantage that remains to be elucidated. 

Beside MOP, two variants A7S (rs375635141) and A285V (rs1011648037) were also 

detected in the opioid receptor-like (ORL1)/nociceptin receptor (NOP), the fourth member of 

the opioid receptor family (115, 116). This receptor plays a complex modulatory role on pain 

and stress, is involved in orexigenic behavior and cognitive processes, and attenuates drug 

rewarding processes (117). Interestingly, while the Neanderthal individuals carry the ancestral 

(A7) and derived (A285) alleles fixed in humans today, the Denisova 3 shows the reverse 

profile, suggesting a closer relationship between Neanderthals and modern humans for this 

receptor. 

 

3.4.2 Vasopressin receptor 

The arginine-vasopressin V1B receptor is mainly expressed in the pituitary where it 

stimulates, in synergy with corticotropin-release hormone (CRH), the release of the 

adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) in response to stress. By its action on the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal HPA axis, V1B is involved in psychological/behavioral traits such as mood, 

anxiety, social interaction and aggressiveness (118). It plays also a role in metabolism by 
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regulating the secretion of the pancreatic hormones insulin and glucagon in favor of energy 

storage. Both of these effects represent adaptive responses to stress and environmental changes, 

which supports the observation that the V1B gene was subjected to selection during human 

evolution (118). The gene has been associated with mood- and stress- related disorders, 

showing a genetic variability that depends on ethnicity and reflecting the diversity of behavioral 

traits and strategies observed in human individuals (118, 119). The V1B receptors from all the 

Neanderthals and Denisova carry the ancestral variant G191R (rs33990840), found in present-

day population with a frequency of 13% in Africans, 4-5% in Europeans, Americans and South-

Asians and 1 % in East-Asians (Table 1). Interestingly, a study on 660 Ukrainian family trios 

showed that the present-day major variant G191 is associated with a risk of high-depression 

syndrome and suicide attempt (119). G191R is located in the 2nd extracellular loop of the V1B 

receptor (Table 2) close to residues involved in agonist binding (118). The amino acid change 

in the binding pocket is expected to influence the affinity and/or the activity of the receptor. 

Since mice lacking the V1B receptor or administrated with an antagonist show decreased 

anxiety and aggressiveness (118), it is possible that a less functional activity of the R191-

carrying V1B receptor explains the protective effect of the minor variant. Presence of the 

advantageous substitution R191 in the V1B receptor of the Neanderthals and Denisovans may 

have protected them from anxiety and depressive disorder. 

 

3.4.3 Melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 2 

  MCHR2 is one of the two receptors recognized by the melanin-concentrating hormone 

(MCH), a 19 amino acid-length brain neuropeptide involved in feeding, energy metabolism and 

emotional state (106). The receptor is only present in the central nervous system of higher order 

mammals. As not expressed in rodents it has not been extensively studied and, consequently, 

its physiological role is not well defined. In human genetics, the MCH2R locus is suspected to 

be associated with risk of bipolar affective disorder in male patients (120) and to have a 

moderate effect on children feeding behavior (121). All the Neanderthal and Denisovan 

genomes carry the ancestral variant A324V (rs201718043) (Table 1). In living humans, alanine 

is fixed but substitution by valine, glycine and glutamic acid have been rarely observed 

indicating possible variability at this position. The coding variation occurs at the C-terminus of 

the receptor (Table 2). Exchange between alanine and valine is not expected to have a functional 

impact at this position. 

 

3.4.4 Neuropeptide S receptor 

The receptor for Neuropeptide S (NPSR), previously known as GPRA (G-protein coupled 

receptor for asthma susceptibility) was found associated with asthma pathogenesis before its 

endogenous ligand being identified (122). NPSR is expressed in lung, gut and immune cells in 

addition to brain. It plays a role in inflammation, nociception, and promotes arousal and 

anxiolytic-like effects (122, 123). Polymorphisms in NPSR have been involved in 

predisposition to chronic inflammatory diseases such as asthma, rheumatoid arthritis and bowel 

inflammatory disorder (122, 124), anxiety and psychiatric disorders (123, 125, 126) and colonic 

transit and visceral pain (127). Interestingly, two of these polymorphisms, the ancestral variant 

N107I (rs324981) and the derived variant Q344R (rs6972158), are present in the coding 

sequence of NPSR in all Neanderthal and Denisova hominins (see description below). These 
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polymorphisms are commonly found in living people today, however with differential ethnic 

frequency in particular for Q344R (Table 1). In addition, two other derived variants, I102V 

specific to Neanderthals and W201G specific to Denisova, were also evidenced. They have not 

been described in living people, but rare variants I102T (rs542257541) and W201ter 

(rs776453644) are respectively found nowadays indicating a variability at this amino acid 

position. 

The ancestral variant N107I, located in the 2nd extracellular loop (Table 2) has been 

characterized as a gain-of-function variant contributing to higher expression of the receptor at 

the cell surface and to higher receptor efficacy (123, 128). This polymorphism is well 

documented as it may participate to diverse inflammatory pathologies. The mutant is part of 

risk haplotypes for asthma and high serum immunoglobulin E (122), allergic rhinitis (129), 

inflammatory bowel disease (124). Interestingly, N107I has been also associated with anxiety 

and panic disorder, which is consistent with the fact that comorbidity between these pathologies 

and asthma has been evidenced (126). However, the data are not always concordant, depending 

on ethnic origin and sex. One haplotype including N107I was found associated with panic 

disorder in different European cohorts (126). N107I was also sex-specifically associated with 

this syndrome in males from Japanese ancestry (130) and females from German ancestry (125). 

In this later study, the variant was also associated with anxiety and increased signs of stress in 

behavioral avoidance test in females. Interestingly, the MRI functional imaging experiments in 

response to emotional stimuli also showed allele-dependent activation of different cerebral 

areas: regions involved in arousal for I107 carriers, regions involved in the attenuation of fear-

related emotions for N107 carriers. This suggests that the gain-of-function mutant N107I may 

be responsible for an increased arousal response that contributes to excessive anxiety, with risk 

of panic disorder (125). In support, N107I has been found associated with sleep and circadian 

phenotypes (131), increased attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and male-specific 

impulsivity (132). It has also been reported that carriers of N107I are also less susceptible to 

develop schizophrenia (130, 133). Given that the ancestral variant I107 of NPSR confers higher 

receptor activity, increased arousal and motor restlessness, and higher inflammatory response, 

it is possible that this polymorphism was adapted for people living in hostile environment. It 

may have been advantageous to protect from exposition to pathogens, to fight against wild 

animals or enemies, or for hunting. Now that struggle for survival is less important and that 

contact with pathogens is less frequent, carriers of the N107I may display maladapted excessive 

response that contribute to chronic inflammatory disease and anxiety-related disorder. 

The derived variant Q344R has been associated, together with N107I, with accelerated 

colonic transit (127). Q344R is only found in the C-terminus of the splice variant corresponding 

to NPSR isoform A (Table 2). Although not well characterized, this variant does not display 

functional change (124). It is interesting to note that both archaic hominins and modern humans 

carry at position 344 a derived variant different from that of primates (Table 1), and that the 

archaic substitution R344 is a common variant today. This suggests that this position may be 

still under selection. Because of the presence of N107I and Q344R in NPSR from Neanderthal 

and Denisova, it is possible that archaic hominins were susceptible to respiratory and 

gastrointestinal disorders as observed today. But, more likely, the presence of these ancestral 

polymorphisms in living humans, in particular N107I displaying a higher activity, may 
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contribute to non-adapted response towards modern allergens which predisposes to allergies 

and gut inflammation, two common major health issues nowadays. 

 

4 Conclusion 

 

Global genome analyses revealed that archaic genomes have probably influenced the 

pigmentation, derm physiology, immunological response, stature, sleep, mood and addictive 

behavior of present-day humans (20, 21). By specifically analyzing the coding regions in extinct 

hominins genomes, (23) observed that Neanderthals and Denisovans mostly differ from modern 

humans in genes involved in metabolism, cardiovascular functions and morphology, whereas 

modern human variations are found in the exons of genes associated with pigmentation, 

psychiatric disorder and behavior related to hyperactivity and aggressiveness. However to date, 

the functional impact of archaic polymorphisms in proteins has been described in only few 

cases, including the variant F282S in the receptor MARCO (macrophage receptor with 

collagenous structure) linked to susceptibility to tuberculosis disease (134), the substitution 

V381A in the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) contributing to differential sensitivity towards 

environmental pollutants (135), and the variant A429V, which by modifying the enzyme 

stability of the adenylosuccinate lyase (ADSL), is susceptible to cause neurological outcomes 

(136). In all the three cases, the missense variant corresponds to the ancestral allele in archaic 

hominins and the derived variant in modern humans. 

Here, by scrutinizing differences at the amino acid level between archaic and modern human 

peptide GPCRs and by investigating the functional changes and phenotypes associated with 

these polymorphisms, we provide the description of a set of discrete traits associated with 

archaic polymorphisms that come into support to those deduced from global genomic studies. 

Our survey suggests that Neanderthal and Denisovan hominins were likely prone to lower risk 

of obesity (I103 in MC4R), to enhanced platelet aggregation in response to thrombin (T120 in 

PAR4), variable response to infection (I107 and R344 in NPSR, V101 and W190 in FMLPR1), 

favorable sociability (T218 in OTR), less anxiety and aggressiveness (R191 in V1bR) and 

increased arousal (I107 in NPSR). A variant involved in growth (L335 in SST5R) is also 

detected. While some archaic variants were likely advantageous in the past, they might be 

responsible for maladaptive disorders today in the context of modern life and/or specific 

regional distribution. Indeed, the archaic derived variants associated with an increased activity 

of the immune system (R344 in NPSR and W190 in FMLPR1) and hypercoagulation (T120 in 

PAR4) may predispose to respiratory and gastrointestinal inflammatory diseases and to 

cardiovascular outcomes, respectively. P335L in SST5R is associated with risk of bipolar 

affective disorder. Very interestingly, NMUR2 harbor three different haplotypes discriminating 

primates, archaic hominins and present-day humans. The archaic haplotype which represents 

the minor allele in worldwide populations is susceptible to confer risk of diabetic nephropathy 

in type 1 diabetes in present-day Europeans. Finally, the ancestral variant V6 in MOP may be 

associated today with risk of addictive behavior and the ancestral variant I107 in NPSR also 

linked to circadian rhythm may influence anxiety and psychiatric disorders (hyperactivity and 

impulsivity) depending on gender and ethnic ancestry. 

Beside, a number of the derived variants identified in the archaic genomes are unknown or 

not yet fully characterized (Table 1). It would certainly be of main interest to investigate the 
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functional properties of these variants and to carry on genome wide association analyses and 

population studies. For example, the polymorphism R371W might be explored for skeleton 

deformation and the putative haplotype in BB1R for thyroid disorder. 

Paying attention to the pharmacological properties of some of the archaic variants described 

in this study may reveal currently uncharacterized particular phenotype or pathology related to 

rare, or to geographical restricted, polymorphisms. Taking into account archaic GPCR variants 

may also be worth considering in the perspective of pharmacogenomics and personalized 

medicine, especially since natural genetic variations in GPCRs have been involved in the 

variability of therapeutic efficacy between individuals and ethnic groups (26). For example, 

some polymorphisms in the MOP receptor that have no particular consequence in normal 

physiological condition, affect the response to analgesics and can cause severe respiratory 

depression. Therefore, even if an archaic GPCR polymorphism has no direct impact on 

phenotypical or physiological traits, it might show altered response to drug treatment. Finally, 

making accessible to the reader some archaic information about her/his favorite GPCR, may 

open the way to new experimental investigations aiming at understanding receptor functional 

properties or phenotypic association. 
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Table 1: Single amino acid variation found in peptide GPCRs from Neanderthal and Denisovan 

hominins, compared with great apes (Gorilla gorilla and Pan troglodytes) and present-day 

human frequency. 

Blue: ancestral variant shared with apes. Yellow: derived variant (not shared with apes). Green: 

ancestral and derived variant at around 50% frequency in present-day population. Orange: 

derived variant (not shared with apes) different between archaic and present-day humans. 

 

Gorilla Pan

Altaï El SidronLesCottes Goyet Spy Major

SNP ref Position SNP aaa change 2 3 Mez 1 Mez 2 bVi33. Vi33.16 Vi33.25 Vi33.26 SD1253 Z4-1514 Q56-1 94a (World )  AFR AMR EAS SAS EUR

NMBR Neuromedin B receptor/BB1R rs754545858 chr6:142400005 G>A T153>M T T M T T T T T T T T (100%) M (0.1%)

rs889899786 chr6:142396934 C>T G342>R G G G R R R R R R R G (100%) R (0.1%)

rs7453944    chr6:142396790 G>T L390>M L L M M M M M M M M M M L (90%) M (10%) M (20%) M (9%) M (7%) M (9%)

BRS3 Bombesin receptor 3/BB3R chrX:135574502 T>G C390>G C C C C G G G G G G C

BDKRB2 Type B2/BK2 receptor rs140696405 chr14:96703491 A>C D16>A D D A D D D D D D D D D (100%)  A (1%)

EDNRB Type B (ETB) rs5350 chr13:78477361 G>A T244>M T T T M T T T T M T (100%) M (1%)

FPR1 FMLP receptor 1 rs2070745 chr19:52249947 C>TG V101>IL I I I V V V V V V (61%) L (31%) L (50%) L (49%) L (36%) L (37%)

rs5030880 chr19:52249680 T>A R190>W R R R W R W R W R R R R R (86%) W (9%) W (8%) W (22%) W (18%) W (12%)

FPR3 FMLP receptor 3 chr19:52327572 T>A L191>M L L M L L L L L L

GALR1 Galanin receptor 1 chr18:74963120 G>A V206>I V V I I V V V V V V V V

MCHR1 MCH receptor 1/GPR24 rs761342288 chr22:41075495 C>A L16>I L L I L L L L L (100%) I (0.001%)

chr22:41075552 G>T A35>S A A S A A A A A A

chr22:41077876 G>T A405>S A S A A A A A

MCHR2 MCH receptor 2/GPR145 rs201718043 chr6:100368868 G>A A324>V V V V V V V V V V V V V V V A (100%) V (0.08%)

MC1R c
Melanocortin 1 receptor rs2228479 chr16:89985940 G>A V92>M* V V V V V V V V V V (92%) M (2%) M (29%) M (2%) M (7%)

chr16:89986585 A>G R307>G* R R R R R R R

MC4R Melanocortin 4 receptor rs2229616 chr18: 58039276 C>T V103>I V V I I I I I I I I I V (98%) I (2%) I (1%) I (2%) I (2%) I (1%)

MLNR Motilin receptor/GPR38 chr13:49796339 C>A?G?Y355>ter Y Y ter Y Y Y Y Y

NMUR1 NMU receptor 1/GPR66 rs186661364 chr2:232393679 C>G G18>A G G G A G G G G G (100%) A (0.03%)

chr2:232393577 A>C L52>R L L L L L L L R R L L L L

chr2:232393518 C>T V72>M V V V V M M M M M M V

NMUR2 NMU receptor 2 rs4958535 chr5:151775064 C>G S298>T T T T T T T T T T T T S (88%) T (1%) T (30%) T (3%) T (17%) T (20%)

rs1895245 chr5:151772055 G>T F315>L F F F L L L L L L L L F (88%) L (1%) L (30%) L (3%) L (17%) L (20%)

rs4958532 chr5:151771852 G>A P383>L P P L L L L L L L L L L P (88%) L (1%) L (30%) L (3%) L (17%) L (20%)

rs4958531 chr5:151771838 T>C M388>V V V V V V V V V V M (88%) V (1%) V (30%) V (3%) V (17%) V (20%)

NPFFR1 NPFF1 receptor/GPR147 rs113487866 chr10:72014967 G>T R347>S R R R S S S R (97%) S (1%) S (6%) S (5%) S (4%)

NPFFR2 NPFF2 receptor/GPR74 chr4:72897701 G>A G28>E G G E E E E E E E G

chr4:73013074 C>G Q270>E Q Q Q Q E Q Q Q Q Q

chr4 :73013390 C>T T375>I T T T I I I I I I I I T

NPSR1 NPS receptor/GPR154 chr7:34818097 A>G I102>V I I I V V V V V V I

rs324981 chr7:34818113 A>T N107>I I I I I I I I I I I N (53%) N (44%) I (41%) N (47%) I (33%) I (46%)

chr7:34867135 T>G W201>G W W W G W W W W W W

rs6972158 chr7:34889182 A>G Q344>R N N R R R R R R R R R R Q (73%) R (41%) R (23%) R (15%) R (13%) R (35%)

NPY4R NPY4/ Pancreatic polypeptide receptor rs148351061 chr10:47087490 G>A R236>H R R H R H R H R R H R R (100%) H (0.03%)

NPBWR2NPBW receptor 2/GPR8 rs4809401 chr20: 62737568 T>C Q206>R R R Q R Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q (91%) R (2%) R (9%) R (9%) R (12%) R (14%)

NTSR2 Neurotensin receptor 2 rs761171380 chr2: 11798793 C>T V349>I V V V I V I V V V V (100%) I (0.02%)

OPRL1 Nociceptin/Opioid receptor-like/NOP rs375635141 chr20 :62724092 G>T A7>S A A S A A A A A (100%)

rs1011648037 chr20: 62729893 C>T A285>V V V A A A A A A A A A (100%)

OPRM1 Opioid receptor type mu/MOP  rs1799972 chr6:154360696 C>T A6>V V V V V V V V V V V A (93%) V (26%) V (2%) V (0.4%) V (0.2%)

rs17174638 chr6:154360569 C>T Q26>ter ter ter ter ter ter ter ter ter Q (97%) ter (12%) ter (1%)

HCRTR1 Orexin/Hypocretin receptor 1 rs199553543 chr1:32089164 G>A R260>H R R R R H H R R (100%)

OXTR Oxytocin receptor/OTR rs4686302 chr3:8809222 C>T A218>T A A T T T T T T T A (86%) T (7%) T (27%) T (17%) T (14%) T (12%)

rs199856198 chr3:8794754 G>A T360>M T T M T T T T T M T T (100%)

F2RL1 PAR2/Thrombin receptor-like 1/GPR11 chr5:76128805 G>A V125>I V V V V I V I I V V V I I I V

F2RL3 cPAR4/Thrombin receptor-like 3 rs773902 chr19:17000632 G>A A120>T A A T T T T A (66%) A (39%) T (29%) T (24%) T (26%)

rs201379450 chr19:17001320 A>G D349>G D D D G G G G G G D (100%) G (0.1%) G(0.3%)

QRFPR QRFP receptor/GPR103 rs79300690 chr4:122250654 G>A R371>W R R W W W W W W W W W R (96 %) W (1%) W (1%) W (11%) W (3%) W (2%)

RXFP1 Relaxin receptor 1 rs374298697 chr4:159573073  G>A A714>T A A A A T T T A (100%)

RXFP2 Relaxin receptor 2/GPR106/LGR8 chr13:32365978 C>T P394>L P P P L P P P P P P

RXFP3 Relaxin receptor 3 chr5:33937424 C>T T193>I T T T I T T T T T T

SSTR5 Somatostatin receptor 5 rs747219171 chr16:1129641 C>T A258>V A A V A V A A A (100%)

rs169068 chr16:1129872 C>T P335>L P P L P L L L L L L L L (52%) L (34%) P (44%) P (19%) L (41%) P (46%)

TACR1 NK1R/Substance-P receptor rs78966502 chr2:75276801 C>T A328>T A A A T A A A A A (100%) T (0.2%)

TACR2 NK2R/Substance-K receptor rs2229170 chr10:71164655 C>T R375>H R C R H H H H R H R (87%) H (2%) H (17%) H (12%) H (19%) H (19%)

TACR3 NK3R/Neuromedin-K receptor chr4:104640784 C>A V17>L V V V L V V V V V V

UTS2R UT receptor/GPR14 chr17:80333311 G>A V359>M V V M V V V V V V

Avpr1b V1B/ADH receptor 1b rs33990840 chr1:206225011 G>C G191>R R R R R R R R R R R R G (94%) R (13%) R (4%) R (1%) R (5%) R (5%)

Chromosome position according to NCBI Build GRCh37/hg19 assembly
aAmino acid change according to Uniprot reference
bmerged data from Vi33.15, Vi33.19, Vi87
cNo sequence in the exome catalog

* variant not identified in the present study

Modern humans (allele frequency)

GPCR Altaï Mezmaiskaya Vindija Minor

Galanin receptors

Missense variant in archaic hominin Denisovans Neanderthals

Gene name/Receptor name

Bombesin receptors

Bradykinin receptors

Endothelin receptors

Formyl peptide receptors

Oxytocin receptor

Melanin-concentrating hormone receptors

Melanocyte-stimulating hormone receptors

Motilin receptor

Neuromedin U receptors

Neuropeptide FF receptors

Neuropeptide S receptor

Neuropeptide Y receptors

Neuropeptides  B/W receptors

Neurotensin receptors

Opioid receptors

Orexin receptors

Vasopressin receptors

Proteinase-activated receptors

PyroQ RFamide peptide receptor

Relaxin receptors

Somatostatin receptors

Tachykinin receptors

Urotensin receptor
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Table 2: Putative functional consequence and phenotype associated with the coding variations 

in peptide GPCRs from Neanderthal and Denisovan hominins. 
aAmino acid change according to Uniprot reference. 

 

 
  

GPCR SNP ref a
aa change Location Functional consequence Putative phenotype in living humans

Bombesin receptors

Neuromedin B receptor/BB1R rs754545858 T153>M IL2 Loss of a putative phosphorylation site

rs889899786 G342>R C-ter

rs7453944    L390>M C-ter

Bombesin receptor 3/BB3R C390>G C-ter Suppression of a putative palmitoylation site

Bradykinin receptors

Type B2/BKR2 rs140696405 D16>A N-ter D residues in N-term of rat B2 receptor are not involved in bradykinin binding

Endothelin receptors

Type B (ETB) rs5350 T244>M EL2 EL2 has been involved in the selective binding profile of ETB

Formyl peptide receptors

FMLP1R rs2070745 V101>IL TM3 V101 is associated with aggressive periodontitis in japanese population 

rs5030880
R190>W EL2 Differential binding and activity profiles for the two residues Carriers of W190 in African-Americans are less susceptible to develop aggressive periodontitis

FMLP3R L191>M EL2

Galanin receptors

GAL1R V206>I TM5 V206 is part of the binding pocket

MCH receptors

MCH1R/GPR24 rs761342288 L16>I N-ter

A35>S N-ter

A405>S C-ter Gain of a putative phosphorylation site

MCH2R/GPR145 rs201718043 A324>V C-ter

Melanocortin receptors

MC1R rs2228479 V92>M TM2 No or weak functional deficit. Fair/medium skin color, brown Hair. Associated with light skin in Japanese

R307>G C-ter Impaired function due to decreased cell surface expression and activation, no change in binding 

affinity

Likely to give fair skin and red/light hair color

MC4R rs2229616 V103>I TM2 Normal activation and expression, but less sensitivity to the endogenous antagonist AGRP. 

Constitutive activity

Reduced (20%) risk of obesity

Motilin receptor

Motilin receptor/GPR38 Y355>ter TM7 Premature ending of the receptor, loss-of function variant retained intracellularly

Neuromedin U receptors

NMUR1/GPR66 rs186661364 G18>A N-ter

L52>R N-ter

V72>M TM1

NMUR2 rs4958535 S298>T EL3 Candidate haplotype SNP for diabetic nephropathy in type 1 diabetes

rs1895245 F315>L TM7 Candidate haplotype SNP for diabetic nephropathy in type 1 diabetes

rs4958532 P383>L C-ter Candidate haplotype SNP for diabetic nephropathy in type 1 diabetes

rs4958531 M388>V C-ter Candidate haplotype SNP for diabetic nephropathy in type 1 diabetes

Neuropeptide FF receptors

NPFF1R/GPR147 rs113487866 R347>S C-ter

NPFF2R/GPR74 G28>E N-ter long

Q270>E IL3

T375>I C-ter Loss of a phosphorylation site involved in desensitization of the receptor

Neuropeptide S receptor

NPSR/GPR154 I102>V TM2

rs324981 N107>I EL1 Gain-of-function mutant : increased efficacy and potency, while no change in binding affinity. 

Increased receptor cell surface expression

Risk of asthma, bowel inflammatory disease, anxiety and panic disorder, impulsivity, heart 

failure

W201>G EL2

rs6972158 Q344>R C-ter No functional change Associated with colonic transit rate

Neuropeptide Y receptors

NPY4R rs148351061 R236>H IL3

Neuropeptides  B/W receptors

NPBW2R/GPR8 rs4809401 Q206>R EL2

Neurotensin receptors

NTS2R rs761171380 V349>I TM7

Opioid receptors

Nociceptin/NOP rs375635141 A7>S N-ter

rs1011648037 A285>V TM6

MOP  rs1799972 A6>V N-ter No change in expression and binding affinity but pathway-selective loss of function, with 

variability in response to opioid agonists

Risk of substance abuse

rs17174638 Q26>ter N-ter long No expression of the long forms of hMOR & hMOR-1i

Orexin receptors

OX1R rs199553543 R260>H IL3

Oxytocin receptor

OXTR rs4686302 A218>T TM5 Better aptitude to empathy and social ability. Risk of preterm birth.

rs199856198 T360>M C-ter Loss of a putative phosphorylation site

Proteinase-activated receptors

PAR2/GPR11 V125>I TM2

PAR4/Thrombin receptor-like 3 rs773902 A120>T TM2 Associated with higher PAR4-induced human platelet aggregation and Ca2+ flux

rs201379450 D349>G C-ter

PyroQRFamide peptide receptor

QRFP receptor/GPR103 rs79300690 R371>W C-ter

Relaxin receptors

RXFP1R rs374298697 A714>T C-ter

RXFP2R/GPR106/LGR8 P394>L N-ter

RXFP3R T193>I IL2

Somatostatin receptors

SST5R rs747219171 A258>V TM6

rs169068 P335>L C-ter L335 less functional than P335 for mediating the inhibitory effects of somatostatin analogs on 

cell proliferation and insuline release

L335 carriers are succeptible to have excess of GH with weak association with acromegaly, and 

risk of bipolar affective disorder. Risk of bile duct cancer and of shorter survival in pancreatic 

cancer for P335 carriers

Tachykinin receptors

NK1R/Substance-P receptor rs78966502 A328>T C-ter Gain of a putative phosphorylation site

NK2R/Substance-K receptor rs2229170 R375>H C-ter No change in intracellular calcium response Not associated with enhanced cough sensitivity

NK3R/Neuromedin-K receptor V17>L N-ter

Urotensin receptor

UT receptor/GPR14 V359>M C-ter

Vasopressin receptors

V1B/ADH receptor 1b rs33990840 G191>R EL2 Located in close proximity to residues involved in agonist binding G191 has been found associated with high depression in suicide attempt
aAmino acid change according to Uniprot reference
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Legend to figures 

 

Figure 1: Simplified representation of GPCR-mediated signal transduction (31, 35). 

The binding of endogenous or exogenous agonist ligand on a specific receptor induces 

conformational changes that propagate through the receptor towards the closely associated 

heterotrimeric G-proteins, catalyzing GDP/GTP exchange on their  subunit. Depending on the 

subtype (s, i,q, o), the activated subunit stimulates (or inhibits) downstream enzymes 

such as adenylyl cyclases or phospholipases, while the  subunits interact with effectors such 

as ion channels (Ca++, K+), promoting thus the production of signaling molecules activating 

cell-specific pathways. GTP hydrolysis allows the cycle to restart. Phosphorylation of the 

receptor on specific intracellular residues by G-protein receptor kinases (GRK) or Protein 

Kinases A and C, contributes to feedback regulation and arrest by mechanisms involving 

interaction with arrestins, and/or receptor desensitization or internalization. The insert 

represents a GPCR with the amino acid motifs characteristic of the Family A. The ellipse shows 

the binding pocket in the particular case of peptide receptors, that involves extracellular loops, 

including the N-terminus, and the upper part of the transmembrane domain. 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of receptors and associated physiological roles according to the 

dendrograms of the relationships between the main archaic variants and the corresponding 

variants in primates and present-day humans. 
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Figure 1: 
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Figure 2: 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Table S1: List of the peptide GPCRs analyzed in the present study 

 

Gene ID 

Gene 

name Receptor name 

ENSG00000144891 AGTR1 Angiotensin II receptor, type 1/AT1 

ENSG00000180772 AGTR2 Angiotensin II receptor, type 2/AT2 

ENSG00000134817 APLNR Apelin receptor/APJ/HG11 

ENSG00000135577 NMBR Bombesin receptor 1/Neuromedin B receptor/BB1R 

ENSG00000126010 GRPR Bombesin receptor 2/Gastrin-releasing peptide receptor/BB2R 

ENSG00000102239 BRS3 Bombesin receptor 3/BB3R 

ENSG00000100739 BDKRB1 bradykinin receptor B1/BK1 receptor 

ENSG00000168398 BDKRB2 bradykinin receptor B2/BK2 receptor 

ENSG00000163394 CCKAR Cholecystokinin A receptor/CCKIR 

ENSG00000110148 CCKBR Gastrin/Cholecystokinin B receptor/CCK2R 

ENSG00000171860 C3AR1 C3a anaphylatoxin chemotactic receptor 

ENSG00000197405 C5AR1 C5a anaphylatoxin chemotactic receptor 1 

ENSG00000134830 C5AR2 C5a anaphylatoxin chemotactic receptor 2/GPR77 

ENSG00000151617 EDNRA Endothelin receptor type A/ETA receptor/Endothelin-1 receptor 

ENSG00000136160 EDNRB Endothelin receptor type B/ETB receptor 

ENSG00000170775 GPR37 Endothelin receptor type B-like/GPR37 

ENSG00000171051 FPR1 Formyl peptide receptor 1 

ENSG00000171049 FPR2 Formyl peptide receptor 2 

ENSG00000187474 FPR3 Formyl peptide receptor 3 

ENSG00000166573 GALR1 Galanin receptor 1 

ENSG00000182687 GALR2 Galanin receptor 2 

ENSG00000128310 GALR3 Galanin receptor 3 

ENSG00000109163 GNRHR Gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor 

ENSG00000184194 GPR173 Putative Gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor/GPR173 

ENSG00000211451 GNRHR2 Putative Gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor 2 

ENSG00000121853 GHSR Growth hormone secretagogue receptor/Ghrelin receptor 

ENSG00000116014 KISS1R Kisspeptin receptor 1/GPR54 

ENSG00000128285 MCHR1 Melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 1/GPR24 

ENSG00000152034 MCHR2 Melanin-concentrating hormone receptor 2/GPR145 

ENSG00000258839 MC1R *Melanocortin 1 receptor/Melanocyte-stimulating hormone 

receptor 

ENSG00000185231 MC2R Melanocortin 2 receptor/Adrenocorticotropic hormone receptor 

ENSG00000124089 MC3R Melanocortin 3 receptor 

ENSG00000166603 MC4R Melanocortin 4 receptor 

ENSG00000176136 MC5R Melanocortin 5 receptor 

ENSG00000102539 MLNR Motilin receptor/GPR38 

ENSG00000171596 NMUR1 Neuromedin U receptor 1/GPR66 
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ENSG00000132911 NMUR2 Neuromedin U receptor 2 

ENSG00000148734 NPFFR1 Neuropeptide FF receptor 1/NPFF1/GPR147 

ENSG00000056291 NPFFR2 Neuropeptide FF receptor 2/NPFF2/GPR74 

ENSG00000187258 NPSR1 Neuropeptide S receptor  GPR154 

ENSG00000164128 NPY1R Neuropeptide Y receptor Y1 

ENSG00000185149 NPY2R Neuropeptide Y receptor Y2 

ENSG00000204174 NPY4R Neuropeptide Y receptor Y4/ Pancreatic polypeptide receptor 1 

ENSG00000164129 NPY5R Neuropeptide Y receptor Y5 

ENSG00000226306 NPY6R *Putative Neuropeptide Y receptor Y6 

ENSG00000183729 NPBWR1 Neuropeptides B/W receptor 1/GPR7 

ENSG00000125522 NPBWR2 Neuropeptides B/W receptor 2/GPR8 

ENSG00000101188 NTSR1 Neurotensin receptor 1 

ENSG00000169006 NTSR2 Neurotensin receptor 2 

ENSG00000125510 OPRL1 Opioid receptor-like 1/Nociceptin receptor/NOP 

ENSG00000116329 OPRD1 Opioid receptor delta/DOP 

ENSG00000082556 OPRK1 Opioid receptor kappa 1/KOP 

ENSG00000112038 OPRM1 Opioid receptor, mu/MOP 

ENSG00000121764 HCRTR1 Orexin receptor 1/ Hypocretin receptor 1 

ENSG00000137252 HCRTR2 Orexin receptor 2/ Hypocretin receptor 2 

ENSG00000180914 OXTR Oxytocin receptor 

ENSG00000119973 PRLHR Prolactin releasing hormone receptor/PrRP receptor/GPR10 

ENSG00000181104 F2R Proteinase-activated receptor 1/Thrombin receptor/PAR1 

ENSG00000164251 F2RL1 Proteinase-activated receptor 2/Thrombin receptor-like 

1/PAR2/GPR11 

ENSG00000164220 F2RL2 Proteinase-activated receptor 3/Thrombin receptor-like 2/PAR3 

ENSG00000127533 F2RL3 *Proteinase-activated receptor 4/Thrombin receptor-like 3/PAR4 

ENSG00000186867 QRFPR 

Pyroglutamylated RFamide peptide receptor/QRFP 

receptor/GPR103 

ENSG00000171509 RXFP1 Relaxin receptor 1 

ENSG00000133105 RXFP2 Relaxin receptor 2/GPR106 

ENSG00000182631 RXFP3 Relaxin receptor 3 

ENSG00000173080 RXFP4 Relaxin receptor 4/GPR100 

ENSG00000139874 SSTR1 Somatostatin receptor 1 

ENSG00000180616 SSTR2 Somatostatin receptor 2 

ENSG00000183473 SSTR3 Somatostatin receptor 3   

ENSG00000132671 SSTR4 Somatostatin receptor 4 

ENSG00000162009 SSTR5 Somatostatin receptor 5 

ENSG00000115353 TACR1 Tachykinin receptor 1/Substance-P receptor/NK1R 

ENSG00000075073 TACR2 Tachykinin receptor 2/Substance-K receptor/NK2R 

ENSG00000169836 TACR3 Tachykinin receptor 3/Neuromedin-K receptor/NK3R 

ENSG00000174417 TRHR Thyrotropin-releasing hormone receptor 

ENSG00000181408 UTS2R Urotensin 2 receptor/GPR14 

ENSG00000166148 Avpr1a Vasopressin receptor 1A/V1A/Antidiuretic hormone receptor 1a 

ENSG00000198049 Avpr1b Vasopressin receptor 1B/V1B/Antidiuretic hormone receptor 1b 
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ENSG00000126895 AVPR2 *Vasopressin receptor 2/V2 receptor/Antidiuretic hormone receptor 

      

* No sequence read for these receptors in the Neanderthal exome catalog from (23) 

 

 

 

Table S2 (Excel file): Coverage of the nsSNP in the less intensively sequenced archaic 

hominins 

The first sheet recapitulates the following sheets of individual analyses and includes the high 

coverage and USER treated samples (shaded columns). C>T and G>A changes are indicated 

in bold to point out a possible damage-induced modification.  
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Table S3: Physiological role of the peptide GPCRs analyzed in the present study. 

 

 
 

ENSG00000135577 NMBR P28336 Neuromedin B receptor/BB1R Gastrointestinal and urogenital contractions, satiety, stress, inhibition of TSH release

ENSG00000102239 BRS3 P32247 Bombesin receptor 3/BB3R Regulation of energy balance and body weight

ENSG00000168398 BDKRB2 P30411 Type B2/BK2 receptor Inflammatory response and pain

ENSG00000136160 EDNRB P24530 Type B (ETB) Regulation of the cardiovascular system

ENSG00000171051 FPR1 P21462 FMLP receptor 1 Regulation of inflammation and immune response, angiogenesis

ENSG00000187474 FPR3 P25089 FMLP receptor 3 Immune system

ENSG00000166573 GALR1 P47211 Galanin receptor 1 Regulation of stress, reward, neuroendocrine secretion

ENSG00000128285 MCHR1 Q99705 MCH receptor 1/GPR24 Stimulation of food intake and decrease in energy expenditure

ENSG00000152034 MCHR2 Q969V1 MCH receptor 2/GPR145 Mood and energy homeostasis

ENSG00000258839 MC1R Q01726 Melanocortin 1 receptor Melanogenesis

ENSG00000166603 MC4R P32245 Melanocortin 4 receptor Energy homeostasis and food intake

ENSG00000102539 MLNR O43193 Motilin receptor/GPR38 Gastrointestinal motility, gastric empting and secretion

ENSG00000171596 NMUR1 Q9HB89 NMU receptor 1/GPR66 Stress, reduction of food intake and body weight

ENSG00000132911 NMUR2 Q9GZQ4 NMU receptor 2 Inhibition of food intake and bone formation 

ENSG00000148734 NPFFR1 Q9GZQ6 NPFF1 receptor/GPR147 Regulation of the reproductive axis

ENSG00000056291 NPFFR2 Q9Y5X5 NPFF2 receptor/GPR74 Regulation of nociception, reward, food intake

ENSG00000187258 NPSR1 Q6W5P4 NPS receptor/GPR154 Arousal, decreased anxiety and food intake, inflammation

ENSG00000204174 NPY4R P50391 NPY4/ Pancreatic polypeptide receptor Reduction of food intake

ENSG00000125522 NPBWR2 P48146 NPBW receptor 2/GPR8 Food intake, inflammatory pain, emotion

ENSG00000169006 NTSR2 O95665 Neurotensin receptor 2 Pain inhibition

ENSG00000125510 OPRL1 P41146 Nociceptin/Opioid receptor-like/OFQ/NOP Nociception, stress, memory

ENSG00000112038 OPRM1 P35372 Opioid receptor type mu/MOP Pain inhibition, reward

ENSG00000121764 HCRTR1 O43613 Orexin/Hypocretin receptor 1 Stimulation of food intake, sleep-wake cycle, stress

ENSG00000180914 OXTR P30559 Oxytocin receptor/OTR Uterine contractions at birth, social interaction

ENSG00000164251 F2RL1 P55085 PAR2/Thrombin receptor-like 1/GPR11 Vasculature relaxation, inflammation, nociception

ENSG00000127533 F2RL3 Q96RI0 PAR4/Thrombin receptor-like 3 Hemostasis and thrombosis, visceral pain

ENSG00000186867 QRFPR Q96P65 QRFP receptor/GPR103 Regulation of food intake, reproductive axis, insulin release, bone formation

ENSG00000171509 RXFP1 Q9HBX9 Relaxin receptor 1 Reproduction, metabolism, cardiovascular regulation

ENSG00000133105 RXFP2 Q8WXD0 Relaxin receptor 2/GPR106/LGR8 Reproduction, metabolism, cardiovascular regulation

ENSG00000182631 RXFP3 Q9NSD7 Relaxin receptor 3 Reproduction, metabolism, cardiovascular regulation

ENSG00000162009 SSTR5 P35346 Somatostatin receptor 5 Inhibition of the release of pituitary (GH, TSH, Prolactine), gastrointestinal and pancreatic hormones

ENSG00000115353 TACR1 P25103 NK1R/Substance-P receptor Inflammatory response and pain

ENSG00000075073 TACR2 P21452 NK2R/Substance-K receptor Gastrointestinal, pulmonary, urinary tract contractions

ENSG00000169836 TACR3 P29371 NK3R/Neuromedin-K receptor Regulation of the reproductive axis

ENSG00000181408 UTS2R Q9UKP6 UT receptor/GPR14 Vasoconstriction

ENSG00000198049 Avpr1b P47901 V1B/ADH receptor 1b Mood, anxiety, social interaction, energy storage
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